
ITEM NO DESCRIPTION UNIT QUANTITY

BILL NO 1 

PRELIMINARIES AND GENERAL 

BUILDING AGREEMENT AND PRELIMINARIES 

JBCC Series 2000 Principal Building Agreement (July 2007 Edition 5.0)

prepared by the Joint Building Contracts Committee shall

be the applicable building agreement, amended as hereinafter

 described

The JBCC Principal Building Agreement contract data form an

 integral part of this agreement

The ASAQS Preliminaries (November 2007 Edition) published by

 the Association of South African Quantity Surveyors for use

 with the JBCC Principal Building Agreement shall be deemed

 to be incorporated in these bills of quantities

The contractor is deemed to have referred to the

 abovementioned documents for the full intent and meaning of

 each clause

The clauses in the abovementioned documents are hereinafter

 referred to by clause number and heading only. Where

 standard clauses or alternatives are not entirely applicable to

 this agreement such modifications, corrections or supplements

 as will apply are given under each relevant clause heading and

 such modifications, corrections or supplements shall take

 precedence notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained

 in the abovementioned documents

Where any item is not relevant to this agreement such item is

 marked N/A (signifying "not applicable") 

PREAMBLES FOR TRADES 

The Model Preambles for Trades (2008 edition) as published

 by the Association of South African Quantity Surveyors shall be

 deemed to be incorporated in these bills of quantities and no

 claims arising from brevity of description of items fully

 described in the said Model Preambles will be entertained

Supplementary preambles are incorporated in these bills of

 quantities to satisfy the requirements of this project. Such

 supplementary preambles shall take precedence over the

 provisions of the Model Preambles

The contractor's prices for all items throughout these bills of

 quantities shall take account of and include for all of the

 obligations, requirements and specifications given in the Model

 Preambles and in any supplementary preambles

PRICING OF PRELIMINARIES 

Should the contractor select Option A in terms of clause

 26.9.4 of the contract data for the purpose of adjustment of

 these preliminaries, the amount entered into the amount

 column in these preliminaries is to be divided into one or more

 of the three categories provided namely fixed (F), value related

 (V) and time related (T)
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SECTION A: PRINCIPAL BUILDING AGREEMENT  

Interpretation (A1-A7)  

1 Clause 1.0 - Definitions and interpretation CONT 0

Pricing of bills of quantities CONT 0

The contractor is to allow opposite each item for all costs in CONT 0

 connection therewith. All prices to include, unless otherwise

 stated, for all materials, fabrication, conveyance and delivery,

 unloading, storing, unpacking, hoisting, labour, setting, fitting

 and fixing in position, cutting and waste (except where to be

 measured in accordance with the standard system of

 measurement), patterns, models and templates, plant,

 temporary works, returning of packaging, duties, taxes,

 imposts, establishment charges, overheads, profit and all other

 obligations arising out of the agreement

Items left unpriced will be deemed to be covered in prices CONT 0

 against other items throughout these bills of quantities and no

 claim for any extras arising out of the contractor's omission to

 price any item will be entertained

Prices for all plant, temporary works, services and other items CONT 0

 shall include for the supply, maintenance, operating cost and

 subsequent removal and making good as necessary

Legal status of contractor CONT 0

If the contractor constitutes a joint venture consortium or other CONT 0

 unincorporated grouping of two or more persons then:

These persons are deemed to be jointly and severally CONT 0

liable to the employer for the performance of this

agreement

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................ Item 1

2 Clause 2.0 - Law, regulations and notices CONT 0

Health and safety CONT 0

Without limiting the generality of the provisions of clause 2.0, CONT 0

 the contractor's attention is drawn to the provisions of

 Construction Regulations issued in terms of the Occupational

 Health and Safety Act, 1993. It is specifically stated that the

 employer shall prepare a documented health and safety

 specification for the works and that the employer shall ensure

 that the contractor has made provision for the cost of health

 and safety measures during the execution of the works. The

 contractor shall price opposite this item for compliance with

 the act and the regulations and the reasonable provisions of the

 aforementioned health and safety specification [2.1]

3 Clause 3.0 - Offer and acceptance Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

4 Clause 4.0 - Assignment and cession Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................
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5 Clause 5.0 - Contract documents CONT 0

Provision is made in the summary page of these bills of CONT 0

 quantities for the inclusion of Value Added Tax (VAT)

Priced document as specification CONT 0

If any ambiguity exists between the specifications in the bill of

 quantities and the drawings, the principal agent must be made

 aware of such ambiguity prior to submission of the tender

 document. In any event where such ambiguity has not been

 highlighted before submission of the tender document, the bill of

 quantities will take preference.

No claim will be entertained for such event

Electronic issue of drawings CONT 0

All drawings for this project will be issued electronically and the

 contractor shall be deemed to have received such drawings on

 the date that such drawings have been dispatched

 electronically [5.5]

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................ Item 0

6 Clause 6.0 - Employer's agents CONT 0

Delegated authority CONT 0

The authority of the principal agent to perform duties for CONT 0

 specific aspects of the works is delegated to the agents.

7 F:............................. V:............................ T:............................ Item 0

8 Clause 7.0 - Design responsibility Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

Insurance and security (A8-A11) 

9 Clause 8.0 - Works risk Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

10 Clause 9.0 - Indemnities Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

11 Clause 10.0 - Insurances Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

12 Clause 11.0 - Security Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

Extension of waiver of lien Item 0

The contractor shall ensure that a waiver of lien is included in

 all subcontracts and that the works executed on the site are

 kept free of all liens and other encumbrances at all times

 [11.10]

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................
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Execution (A12 - A17)  

13 Clause 12.0 - Duties of the parties CONT 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

14 Clause 12.2.15 - Enclosure of the works CONT 0

The contractor shall erect, maintain and remove at completion

 hoardings with gantries, fans, safety screens, barriers, access

 gates, covered gangways and the like as necessary for the

 enclosure of the works and elements thereof, all for the

 protection of the public and others [12.2.15]

15 Clause 12.2.18 - Office accommodation CONT 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

16 Clause 12.2.18 - Notice boards CONT 0

The contractor shall erect in a position approved by the

 principal agent, maintain and remove at completion a notice

 board as recommended by the South African Institute of

 Architects listing the names and logos of the employer, the

 contractor and the professional consultants. No

 subcontractor or supplier notice boards may be erected

 [12.2.18] 

17 Geotechnical Report CONT 0

A Geotechnical report will be available from the principal agent if

 needed. Contact details are as per contract data

18 F:............................. V:............................ T:............................ Item 0

19 Clause 13.0 - Setting out Item 0

Encroachments

The contractor shall notify the principal agent if any

 encroachment of adjoining foundations, buildings, structures,

 pavements, boundaries, services, etc exist in order that the

 necessary arrangements may be made for the rectification of

 any such encroachments [13.2.1]

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

20 Clause 14.0 - Nominated subcontractors Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

21 Clause 15.0 - Selected subcontractors Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

22 Clause 16.0 - Direct contractors CONT 0

In respect of direct contractors the contractor shall:

Allow the use of personnel welfare facilities, where provided CONT 0

Provide water, lighting and single phase electric power to a CONT 0

 position within 50m of the place where the direct contract work

 is to be carried out, other than fuel or power for commissioning

 of any installation

Permit the direct contractor to use erected scaffolding, CONT 0

 hoisting facilities, etc provided by the contractor, in common

 with others having the like right while it remains erected on the

 site [16.1]

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................ Item 0
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23 Clause 17.0 - Contract instructions Item 0

Site instructions

Instructions issued on site are to be recorded in a site

 instruction book which is to be supplied and maintained on site

 by the contractor

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

Completion (A18 - A24)  

24 Clause 18.0 - Interim completion Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

25 Clause 19.0 - Practical completion Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

26 Clause 20.0 - Sectional completion Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

27 Clause 21.0 - Defects liability period and final completion Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................ 

28 Clause 22.0 - Latent defects liability period Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

29 Clause 23.0 - Revision of date for practical completion Item 0

Substitution of materials and goods

The removal or substitution of any materials and goods which

 do not conform to the specification or the contract drawings

 shall not constitute grounds for the extension of the

 construction period nor for the adjustment of the contract

 value [17.1.8, 23.1 & 2]

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

30 Clause 24.0 - Penalty for late or non-completion Item 0

The tenderer to refer to the contract data for penalty amounts

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................
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Payment (A25 - A27)  

31 Clause 25.0 - Payment CONT 0

Materials and goods stored off site CONT 0

The inclusion of materials and goods stored off site in the

 amount authorised for payment shall be at the sole discretion of

 the principal agent and such inclusion shall only be considered

 upon the provision, by the contractor, of an approved security

Fluctuations in costs CONT 0

All fluctuations in costs are for the contractor's account (fixed

 price contract)

Prices submitted Item 0

Where prices are submitted by the contractor or

 subcontractor during the progress of the works in respect of

 contract instructions or in regard to a claim under the terms

 of the agreement and notwithstanding the fact that such prices

 may be used in an interim payment certificate, there is to be

 no presumption of acceptance. Should the principal agent

 wish to accept any such prices prior to the issue of the

 certificate of final completion, it shall be in writing

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

32 Clause 26.0 - Adjustment of the contract value and final CONT 0

 account

Cost of claims Item 0

All costs incurred by the contractor in the preparation of claims

 shall be borne by the contractor

The contractor shall review, assess and adjudicate any claims

 received by him from any subcontractor and thereafter submit

 same to the principal agent with a recommendation to assist

 the principal agent in adjudicating the claim [26.6]

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

33 Clause 27.0 - Recovery of expense and/or loss Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

Suspension and termination (A28 - A29)  

34 Clause 28.0 - Suspension by the contractor Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

35 Clause 29.0 - Termination Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

Dispute resolution (A30)  

36 Clause 30.0 - Dispute resolution Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................
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37 Agreement Item 0

The required information of the parties and the amount of the

 contract sum shall be inserted in the agreement for signature

 of the agreement by the parties

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

38 Contract data CONT 0

After submission of his tender the contractor is to complete

 the tenderer's selection in the contract data together with the

 employer and principal agent.

39 F:............................. V:............................ T:............................ Item 0

SECTION B:  PRELIMINARIES  

Interpretation (B1)  

40 Clause 1.1 - Definitions Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

41 Clause 1.2 - Interpretation Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

Documents (B2)  

42 Clause 2.1 - Checking of documents Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

43 Clause 2.2 - Provisional bills of quantities CONT 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................ Item 0

44 Clause 2.3 - Availability of construction information Item 0

Provisional sums

The Provisional sums allocated for subsequent trades

 included in this agreement will be separately procured, based

 on multiple procurement of subcontractors during the

 construction period 

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................ Item 0

45 Clause 2.4 - Ordering of materials and goods Item 0

The quantities are measured provisionally and can not be used

 to order materials. 

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

Previous work and adjoining properties (B3)  

46 Clause 3.1 - Previous work - dimensional accuracy Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................
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47 Clause 3.2 - Previous work - defects Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

48 Clause 3.3 - Inspection of adjoining properties Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

The site (B4)  

49 Clause 4.1 - Defined works area Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:...........................

50 Clause 4.2 - Handover of site in stages N/A 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

51 Clause 4.3 - Enclosure of the works Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

52 Clause 4.4 - Geotechnical investigation Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

53 Clause 4.5 - Encroachments Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

54 Clause 4.6 - Existing premises occupied N/A 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

55 Clause 4.7 - Services - known Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

56 Clause 4.8 - Protection of trees and/or relevant natural features N/A 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:...........................

Management of contract (B5)  

57 Clause 5.1 - Management of the works Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

58 Clause 5.2 - Progress meetings Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

59 Clause 5.3 - Technical meetings Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

Samples, shop drawings and manufacturer's instructions

 (B6)  

60 Clause 6.1 - Samples of materials Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:...........................
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61 Clause 6.2 - Workmanship samples Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

62 Clause 6.3 - Shop drawings Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

63 Clause 6.4 - Compliance with manufacturer's instructions Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

Deposits and fees (B7)  

64 Clause 7.1 - Deposits and fees Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

Temporary services (B8)  

65 Clause 8.1 - Water Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

66 Clause 8.2 - Electricity Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

67 Clause 8.3 - Ablution and welfare facilities Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

68 Clause 8.4 - Communication facilities Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

Prime cost amounts (B9)  

69 Clause 9.1 - Responsibility for prime cost amounts CONT 0

Where details of materials for which prime cost amounts are to Item 0

 be allowed are readily available, the quantity surveyor may elect

 to insert the relevant prime cost amounts in measured items,

 which measured items shall contain sufficient detail for the

 contractor to price for fixing and installation, waste, etc

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

Attendance on subcontractors (B10)  

70 Clause 10.1 - General attendance Item 0

General attendance is defined as being the duties of the

 contractor in terms of clause 12.2 of the JBCC n/s subcontract

 agreement

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

71 Clause 10.2 - Special attendance N/A 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

General (B11)  
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72 Clause 11.1 - Protection of the works Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

73 Clause 11.2 - Protection/isolation of existing/sectionally Item 0

 occupied works

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

74 Clause 11.3 - Security of the works Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

75 Clause 11.4 - Notice before covering work Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

76 Clause 11.5 - Disturbance Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

Clause 11.6 - Environmental disturbance Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

77 Clause 11.7 - Works cleaning and clearing Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

78 Clause 11.8 - Vermin Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

79 Clause 11.9 - Overhand work Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

80 Clause 11.10 - Tenant installations by direct contractors N/A 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

81 Clause 11.11 - Advertising Item 0

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

Preliminaries schedule (B12)  

Provisional bills of quantities [2.2]

The quantities are provisional Yes

Availability of construction information [2.3]

Construction documentation is complete No

Previous work - dimensional accuracy [3.1]

Previous work - defects [3.2]

Inspection of adjoining properties [3.3]

Defined works area [4.1]

Handover of site in stages [4.2]
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Enclosure of the works [4.3]

Geotechnical investigation [4.4]

Geotechnical Report is available from the Principal Agent.

 Please see contract data for contact details if needed

Existing premises occupied [4.6] - No

Services - known [4.7] - Refer to drawings for erf

 connections of services

Protection of trees and/or relevant natural features [4.8]

 - No

Water [8.1]

Refer to Contract Data

Electricity [8.2]

Refer to Contract Data

Ablution and welfare facilities [8.3]

Refer to Contract Data

Communication facilities [8.4]

Email: Yes

Cell Phone: Yes

Protection of the works [11.1]

The existing works buildings must be protected and any

 damage that my occur to such buildings due to the contractor's

 default will be born by the contractor

Protection/isolation of existing/sectionally occupied

 works [11.2]

No

Disturbance [11.5]

All work is to be carried out in such a manner as to cause no

 unacceptable or unreasonable dust, noise, vibrations, nuisance,

 inconvenience, annoyance and the like to the public, others,

 other properties and traffic in so far as they exceed the

 permissible limitations set by government legislation or by the

 local authority. Any delays, stoppages and the like arising from

 or in order to comply with the above will not constitute grounds

 for an adjustment to the construction period or contract

 value whatsoever 

Environmental disturbance [11.6]

Controlling all forms of pollution

The contractor shall be responsible for and take all

 precautions in controlling by whatever means necessary all

 forms of pollution emanating from the site during the

 construction period due inter alia to noise, artificial light,

 wind-blown sand, dust, deposits of mud, etc
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The contractor is to ensure that all roads which border the site

 and is used by the contractor during the execution of the

 works are kept clean and free of any dirt or debris caused by

 the execution of the works 

SECTION  C: SPECIFIC PRELIMINARIES 

82 Warranties for materials and workmanship CONT

Where warranties for materials and/or workmanship are called

 for, the contractor shall obtain a written warranty, addressed to

 the employer, from the entity supplying the materials and/or

 doing the work and shall deliver same to the principal agent

 on the final completion of the contract

The warranty shall state that workmanship, materials and CONT 0

 installation are warranted for a specific period from the date of

 final completion and that any defects that may arise during

 the specified period shall be made good at the expense of the

 entity supplying the materials and/or doing the work, upon

 written notice to do so

The warranty will not be enforced if the work is damaged by Item 0

 defects in the execution of the works, in which case the

 responsibility for replacement shall rest entirely with the

 contractor

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

83 Overtime Item 0

Should overtime be required to be worked for any reason

 whatsoever, the costs of such overtime is to be borne by the

 contractor unless the principal agent has specifically

 authorised, in writing, prior to execution thereof, that costs for

 such overtime are to be borne by the employer

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

84 Co-operation of the contractor for cost management Item 0

It is specifically agreed that the contractor accepts the

 obligation of assisting the principal agent in implementing

 proper cost management. The contractor will be advised by

 the principal agent of all cost management procedures which

 will be implemented to ensure that the final building cost does

 not exceed the budget

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

85 Confidentiality Item 0

The contractor undertakes to maintain in confidence any and

 all information regarding this project and shall obtain

 appropriate similar undertakings from all subcontractors and

 suppliers. Such information shall not be used in any way except

 in connection with the execution of the works

No information regarding this project shall be published or

 disclosed without the prior written consent of the employer

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................
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86 Media releases Item 0

All rights of publication of articles in the media, together with

 any advertising relating thereto or in any way connected with

 this project, shall vest with the employer

The contractor together with his subcontractors shall not,

 without the prior written consent of the employer, cause any

 statement or advertisement to be printed, screened or aired by

 the media

F:............................. V:............................ T:............................

SUMMARY OF CATEGORIES 

Category : Fixed   R........................................

Category : Value   R........................................

Category : Time    R........................................

SUBTOTAL
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BILL NO 2

CCTV INSTALLATION 

Design, supply and install CCTV systems, including

 cameras, NVRs, network switches, cabling , electrical works

 and commissioning as per specifications and drawings. 

Important Notes:

1)  All quantities are remeasurable

2)  Rates should include all labour, sundries, consumables and

installation to ensure a complete CCTV installation.

3) Actual equipment proposed by the tenderer may vary based

 on manufacturer.  It is the responsibility of the tenderer to

 ensure that a fully functional and complete CCTV system is

 priced and conforms fully to the specifications included

 elsewhere in this document.  Any equipment required for a

 complete installation that is not listed in this Bill of Quantity

 must be clearly listed in the space provided and priced by the

 tenderer.

4)  Depending on equipment manufacturer, certain items may

 not be necessary. In this case, this should be clearly marked

 and material/installation rates should be provided in any case.

Dome-Type camera installed as per manufacturer's

 instructions  

1

Supply and install 2.0 Megapixel, IP68, Vandal Proof,  Dome-Type Camera 

without built-in microphoneincluding mounting brackets, cable 

management systems and as per specifications No 30

2

Supply and install 2.0 Megapixel, IP68, Vandal Proof,  Dome-Type Camera 

with built-in microphone including mounting brackets, cable 

management systems and as per specifications No 3

Bullet-Type camera installed as per manufacturer's

 instructions  

3

Supply and install 5.0 Megapixel, IP68 Bullet-Type Camera including 

mounting brackets, cable management systems and as per specifications No 48

Fisheye-Type camera installed as per manufacturer's

 instructions  

4

Supply and install 360° 12 Megapixel IP68 Fisheye-Type Camera  Including 

offset pole mounting bracket and cable management systems. Mount to 

existing floodlight pole. No 1
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Licences 

5 Supply licenses as required for a complete operational system No 81

 

Poles for mounting of Cameras 

6

Supply and install  4m, 76mm diameter, galvanised poles including 

500mm x 500mm x 500mm concrete base No 3

 

7

Supply and install  2.5m, 50mm diameter, galvanised poles including 

400mm x 400mm x 400mm concrete base No 2

8

Supply and install  2m, 50mm diameter, galvanised poles including 

300mm x 300mm x 300mm concrete base No 2

Network switches 

9

Supply and Install managed 24 port PoE network switch installed in 19" 

rack with all additional accessories to make the installation complete as 

per specification. Rack measured elsewhere. No 9

10

1000 Base - LX single mode Gigabit Ethernet Optical Transceiver (SFP 

MSA) No 9

11

Supply and Install managed 8 port PoE network switch installed in 19" 

rack or weatherproof enclosures with all additional accessories to make 

the installation complete as per specification. Encolsures measured 

elsewhere. No 6

12 Supply and Install a single phase 350 VA UPS with 5 min No 4

battery back up at 80% load 

Cabinets and Enclosures

13

6U wall-mount 19" fixed switch cabinet including cooling fans and dual 

PDU power strip (dual supply) No 12                

14

Lockable SMC Polyester IP-66 enclosure with Stainless Steel Fittings and 

pole-mount bracket to house surveillance and networking equipment 

complete with single key padlock, relay unit and all additional accessories 

to make the installation complete. 450x425x200mm pole or wall mounted No 4

Patch panels 

15 Patch panel 19", 24-port Cat6 No 12                

16 Fibre patch panel (LC) No 12                

17 Brush Panels 19" No 24                
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Fibre Cabling (Heavy Duty)

18 Single-mode Fibre Cable, 4 Core 50 um m 200              

19 Single-mode Fibre Cable, 2 Core 50 um m 1                  

20 Fibre glands No 8                  

21 Pigtails No 24                

22 Midcouplers No 8                  

23 Fibre Splice Tray, 16-port No 4                  

24 Fusion Splicing and Testing No 8                  

Network Video Recorders 

25 IP Network Video Recorder (NVR) 19" rack mount, including No 3

brackets, fixing hardware, software for continuous recording 

and sufficient storage capacity to meet specifications, 

installed in existing server room racks.

26 Video Management Software as required (VMS) No 1

Viewing Room 

27 Supply and Install a viewing station including No 1

 23-inch monitor, keyboard, joystick control and necessary viewing 

and recording software.

28 Supply and Install a single phase 1.5 kVA UPS with 5 min No 1

battery back up at 80% load for the above viewing station.

WiFi Link

Cameras that are to be installed at the executive parking area 

and traffic circle at the main entrance are to be linked to the 

IP network through a point-to-point, 802.11n, 5GHz WiFi link.

29 Supply and installation of WiFi links including all brackets, poles No 2

and necessary equipment for a complete installation

Remote Viewing

Allow for mobile device remote viewing for users.

Rate to include setup on one users' mobile device

30 Mobile device remote viewing enablement and setup No 1
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Sundries and Miscellaneous 

31 Cat6 cabling (Blue for CCTV Installations). m 3800

32 RJ45 connectors including rubber boots m 200

33

25mm Galvanised conduit, including bends, draw boxes, covers, saddles, 

etc. m 850

34 25mm PVC conduit, including bends, draw boxes, covers, saddles, etc. m 1800

35

150mm Galvanised welded mesh cable tray, including splices, bends, 

hangers, and 300mm threaded rods at 1500mm intervals, etc. m 50

36

Surge protection/blocking devices as per specification for the prevention 

of  damage to network devices such as CCTV cameras, network switches, 

etc. in the event of surges and lightning strikes, including IP 68 enclosure 

as per specifications No 180

37 Any other equipment, sundries, etc that are required for a Item

 complete, fit for purpose CCTV system.  Must be clearly listed

 and priced hereunder:

..............................................

..............................................

..............................................

..............................................

..............................................

..............................................

..............................................

..............................................

..............................................

 

COMMISSIONING, TRAINING AND DOCUMENTATION

Commissioning.  

38 Commissioning and testing of the system Item 1

Training 

39 Comprehensive training Item 1

Documentation 

40

Handover documentation including:  As-Built drawings, wiring diagrams, 

maintenance manuals, operator manuals and site specific maintenance 

schedules and requirements as per specifications Item 1

SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT 

41 Provide a 24 month SLA Item 2

SUBTOTAL
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BILL NO 3 

PROVISIONAL SUMS

42
Allow a provisional amount of ten thousand rand, R10 000.00, for trenching

and backfilling for cable installations
Item 1

43

Allow a provisional amount of thirty five thousand rand, R35 000.00, for

electrical installations, additions and alterations including certificates of

compliances, wiring, cabling, socket outlets, LED flood light fittings etc.
Item 1

44

Allow a provisional amount of ten thousand rand, R 10 000.00, for cabling,

terminations, and mounting of equipment in the existing server room or

cabinets

Item 1

SUBTOTAL
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SUBTOTALS

1 PRELIMINARY AND GENERAL

2 CCTV INSTALLATION

3 PROVISIONAL SUMS

Sub Total

Value Added Tax (VAT) VAT 15%

Contract Sum Carried to Form of Offer and Acceptance
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